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Abstract. Cooperative database retrieval is a challenging problem: top k re-
trieval delivers manageable results only when a suitable compensation function 
(e.g. a weighted mean) is explicitly given. On the other hand skyline queries of-
fer intuitive querying to users, but result set sizes grow exponentially and hence 
can easily exceed manageable levels. We show how to combine the advantages 
of skyline queries and top k retrieval in an interactive query processing scheme 
using user feedback on a manageable, representative sample of the skyline set 
to derive most adequate weightings for subsequent focused top k retrieval. 
Hence, each user’s information needs are conveniently and intuitively obtained, 
and only a limited set of best matching objects is returned. We will demonstrate 
our scheme’s efficient performance, manageable result sizes, and representa-
tiveness of the skyline. We will also show how to effectively estimate users’ 
compensation functions using their feedback. Our approach thus paves the way 
to intuitive and efficient cooperative retrieval with vague query predicates. 

1   Introduction 

In today’s information systems instead of just retrieving all objects from databases 
that exactly match a user’s query, often a set of objects best matching a set of query 
predicates has to be retrieved. To cater for this retrieval model, objects in the underly-
ing database(s) are assigned a degree of match with respect to each ‘soft’ query 
predicate. Based on this paradigm cooperative information systems retrieve best com-
promises between (often mutually unsatisfiable) user needs by gradually relaxing soft 
constraints, where traditional SQL-based systems would just return empty result sets. 
Thus cooperative systems can even efficiently process overspecified queries and a 
tedious manual query refinement process is avoided. Consider a short example: 

Example: A researcher from the Bay Area is planning a conference trip to New 
York. The basic ‘hard’ constraints for the trip are given by the dates and location of 
the conference. All necessary characteristics for e.g. booking a suitable flight can be 
evaluated relative to these constraints. For instance the flight has to arrive before the 
conference starts, but preferably close to the start date. Similarly the flight has to 



depart from a Bay Area airport and arrive in or at least close to New York. Usually 
the price should be minimized. Thus we have a mix of hard and soft constraints. 

Retrieving best matches for such requests containing vague predicates is difficult: 
top k retrieval techniques efficiently answer vague queries, if adequate weightings of 
a compensation function (the ‘utility function’) are specified. However, expressing 
preferences by numerical weightings is neither intuitive, nor sensible without know-
ing the relationships between query predicates as reflected by the underlying database 
instance. In contrast skyline queries do offer intuitive querying by just specifying a 
user’s basic query predicates, not exact weightings. Still, skylines guarantee to deliver 
all best objects with respect to all query predicates. But this advantage comes at a 
price: skyline sizes are known to grow exponentially with the number of query predi-
cates and thus can exceed manageable levels already for fairly simple queries. 

In this paper we propose to combine the advantages of intuitive skyline queries 
and manageable top k answer sets for cooperative retrieval systems by introducing an 
interactive feedback step presenting a representative sample of the (high-dimensional) 
skyline to users and evaluating their feedback to derive adequate weightings for sub-
sequent focused top k retrieval. Hence, each user’s information needs are conven-
iently and intuitively obtained, and only a limited set of best matching objects is re-
trieved. However, the huge size of skyline sets and the necessary time for their calcu-
lation remains an obstacle to efficient sampling for getting user feedback. Therefore 
we propose a novel sampling scheme to give users a first impression of the optimal 
objects in the database that is representative of the skyline set, manageable in size 
and efficient to compute, without computing the actual skyline. We will prove these 
characteristics and show how to subsequently estimate a user’s compensation func-
tions by evaluating feedback on objects in the sample. Our innovative approach 
promises to overcome the drawbacks of today’s cooperative retrieval systems by 
utilizing the positive aspects of skyline queries in databases efficiently for the first 
time. 

2   Intuitive Querying vs. Manageable Results 

Cooperative retrieval systems generally feature a query model that allows the combi-
nation of ‘hard’ constraints and ‘soft’ constraints like shown in e.g. [14]. Since hard 
constraints can be quite efficiently evaluated using SQL, our sampling scheme will 
focus on the processing of soft constraints only. We will use a numerical query 
model, where each soft predicate of the query is evaluated by assigning a score in [0, 
1] to each database object expressing the objects degree of match with respect to the 
predicate. Database objects can thus be understood as points in [0, 1]n with n as the 
number of soft constraints in a query. We assume that attribute values for soft predi-
cates can always be mapped to numerical scores. For instance for our traveling re-
searcher a flight’s arrival time/date can be scored using the relative difference to the 
conference start, centered around the best possible arrival time. The choice of an 
airport in the Bay Area can similarly either be achieved by e.g. using the relative 
distance to our traveler’s home for direct scoring, or assigning relative scores for an 
explicit statement of our traveler’s preference as shown in [14].  



2.1   Related Work in Cooperative Retrieval 

The idea of extending exact-match querying frameworks by cooperative retrieval 
is generally based on the principle of query relaxation (see e.g. [13]). The idea of 
cooperation arises naturally due to necessary tedious query refinements in the case of 
empty result sets (overspecified query) or a flood of result objects (under-specified 
queries). Research focuses on two paradigms: Top k retrieval and skyline queries. 

By aggregating all predicate scores with a single compensation function, top k re-
trieval (see e.g. [9], [7], and [5]) provides a simple, direct way to cooperative re-
trieval. Generally any monotonic function (like an average or weighted sum) to ag-
gregate the basic scores into a single value (often called utility) can be used. The 
basic idea is to compensate between different aspects of objects, i.e. a good object in 
one predicate can afford to be worse in another. Thus objects become comparable by 
their respective utility to the individual user and the k best matching objects can be 
returned. However, expressing information needs a-priori as compensation functions 
is usually not very intuitive leading to a limited effectiveness of top k retrieval.  

Skyline queries present a more intuitive paradigm: users only specify all important 
predicates for a query. The skyline then is the set of all objects that are not dominated 
with respect to all dimensions. This notion is well known in economical applications 
as Pareto-optimality and several basic algorithms for skylining in databases have been 
proposed, see e.g. [4], [12], or [1]. The exponential growth of skyline sets with the 
number of query predicates, however, limits the paradigm’s applicability. [8] presents 
rough bounds for skyline sizes assuming independently distributed scores and shows 
that positive correlation of scores usually decreases and anti-correlation increases 
skyline sizes. However, no analytical model is known yet to accurately estimate sky-
line sizes for a given query and database instance. Moreover, post-processing sky-
lines to get a minimum set cover with a difference of at most some fixed value ε be-
tween any skyline object and some object in the set cover has been proved NP for 
more than 3 dimensions [11]. 

Computing convex hulls over datasets (or data envelopment analysis) is a related 
problem, since all vertices of the convex hull over points in [0, 1]n form a subset of 
the respective skyline (for an efficient multi-dimensional algorithm see [3]). Thus, a 
convex hull could provide a coarse impression of the skyline. However, especially for 
anti-correlated predicates, many actual skyline objects may reside far from the convex 
hull, whereas desirable objects on the convex hull may not exist in the database. 

2.2   Basic Query Models of Top k and Skyline Queries 

Though top k retrieval is a cooperative and efficient way to answer queries, users 
first have to define individual utility functions. However, it is hard to guess ‘correct’ 
weightings for this function. Consider the example of our traveling researcher: usu-
ally a lot of different flights will be available, but most trade-offs are difficult to as-
sess. What does it mean that a closer airport is 0.46 times more important than a less 
expensive ticket? Moreover, a really good bargain might compensate for most other 
inconveniences, but assigning high weightings to the price from the start might not be 
a good strategy, if the database only contains rather similar priced flights. 
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Fig 1. Skyline sizes (in % of database retrieved) for 3, 5 and 10 soft query predicates 

To overcome these problems retrieving a set of optimal objects with respect to all 
characteristics (‘skyline’ queries) has been established in query processing. However, 
the size of result sets generally strongly depends on the number of query predicates. 
Experiments in [1] show that the skyline grows exponentially and even for relatively 
small numbers of predicates already contains a vast portion of the entire database (cf. 
fig. 1 for the case of independently distributed scores). So, for practical applications 
the entire skylining paradigm often proves useless due to prohibitive result sizes: 

Example (cont.): The query our researcher will pose to get an adequate flight will 
usually have to optimize several soft predicates: the flight booking will generally 
include predicates on the airport in the Bay Area, the departure/arrival date/time for 
the flight, the airport in New York, the departure date/time for the return flight, the 
specific airline and the respective ticket price. On all these predicates usually prefer-
ences exist (closest time for flight dates and distance for airports, specific airlines for 
frequent traveler programs and a minimum price). Even stating only the bare necessi-
ties we thus already are left with 6 soft predicates for the basic query rapidly increas-
ing, if we also take class/upgrades, shortest traveling times, number of stops, etc. into 
account. The same applies for booking a suitable hotel, the predicates here may con-
tain the hotel’s preferred category, distance to the conference venue, amenities and 
price. And even if some of these characteristics (like a hotel’s category and its price) 
are correlated limiting down the skyline size, we will nevertheless experience many 
independently distributed dimensions (like arrival date and choice of airports). 

3   Sampling Skylines and Refining Queries with User Feedback 

We have seen that even simple skyline queries may already contain many predicates. 
Though intuitive to ask, skylines are inefficient to compute and even if they could be 
computed in acceptable time, it would still not be sensible to return something like 
25-50% of the entire database to the user for manual processing. Our approach aims 
at combining the advantages of both top k retrieval and skylining. Fig. 2 shows their 
respective strengths. The basic idea is to form an interactive workflow for cooperative 
retrieval using samples of the skyline to give users an overview of the best possible 
objects, evaluate their feedback and perform focused, yet meaningful top k retrieval. 
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Fig 2. Characteristics of top k retrieval vs. skyline queries 

Bridging the gap between efficient retrieval and vague query predicates has al-
ready occurred in query processing. For instance in multimedia databases describing 
images for retrieval is quite a hard problem that is often dependent on inherent fea-
tures like color histograms or textures used for content-based retrieval (see e.g. [6] or 
[16]). Whenever users are not able to directly express query needs by stating exact 
values for query predicates, it has proven helpful to let users pick some representative 
examples from the database collection and then retrieve objects similar to the chosen 
examples. The algorithms used are generally quite similar and rely on the idea to 
evaluate common characteristics of the examples to derive some abstract values for 
improving the retrieval. We will rely on the basic techniques for database retrieval by 
multiple examples as presented in [10] for the application in our cooperative querying 
framework. For simplicity we focus only on positive feedback, but also explicit nega-
tive feedback on disliked objects could be used and exploited in step 3: 

 
Generic algorithm for query by example: 
1. Derive a suitably small set of examples (documents, images, etc.) from the data-

base collection (randomly or given by the skyline of a first tentative query) 
2. Get the user’s feedback on preferred objects within the example set. 
3. Derive the characteristics of a query that would have scored all positive exam-

ples most successfully (feature selection, re-weighting) 
4. Re-evaluate this new query over the database collection and return the best ob-

jects to the user 
5. If the user is not yet satisfied with the result set returned, take the set of step 4 as 

new examples and repeat the algorithm from step 2. 
 
Please note that in contrast to e.g. query by visual example (usually starting with 

random images) our application in cooperative retrieval already starts with a skyline 
query. The feedback on subsequently retrieved examples is usually already of suffi-
cient quality to deduce a final top k query, because users will never be offered domi-
nated objects as examples. Hence, feedback can already be expected to be sufficiently 
focussed allowing to skip step 5. To demonstrate this advantage we will compare our 
skyline samples to randomly chosen samples from the entire set in section 4.1. 

Still, one problem when using skylines to get user feedback is their prohibitive size 
and computation costs. Deriving a good sample of the skyline for getting feedback is 
therefore essential. Our work in [1] has laid the foundation to derive skyline samples 
without actually having to compute the entire skyline set. Since skylines tend to be 
still manageable in smaller dimensional problems, we propose to use the skylines of 
subsets of query predicates. We will now present a new algorithm for query process-
ing and in the next section show that the sample derived is of sufficient quality. In the 
following we will assume that the parameter q is chosen sufficiently high to allow for 



each score list to be in at least one choice of subsets and that m is chosen adequately 
to produce low-dimensional subsets of the query predicates (m < n). Please note that 
the algorithm will output only roughly k objects depending on the numbers of regions 
of interest derived from the feedback. We will assume that the result set should con-
tain at least a single object from each region of interest specified in the feedback. 

 
Algorithm: Cooperative Querying with Reduced Dimensions Skylines Samples 
0. Given a top k query with n query predicates, where each predicate can be evalu-

ated by assigning numerical scores to all objects in the collection, and given a 
score list Si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) for each such predicate ordered by descending scores. 
Initialize two sets P, F := ∅ to contain sample and feedback objects together 
with their scores, a set W of n-dimensional vectors of weightings and a counter 
for regions of interest as given by feedback. Initialize a counter j := 0.  

1. Randomly select q subsets of score lists, each containing m different lists, such 
that each of the n lists occurs in at least one of the q subsets as shown in [2]. 

2. For each m-dimensional subset do 
2.1. Calculate the complete skyline Pi with respect to the m score lists in the 

subset and for all objects retrieve their missing scores from the other (n - 
m) dimensions 

2.2. Compare any two objects in Pi that have equal values with respect to all m 
dimensions pairwise. If an object is dominated by another, discard the 
dominated object from Pi. 

2.3. Union the reduced dimension skyline with the sample set P := P ∪ Pi (du-
plicates are eliminated). 

3. Deliver the objects in set P as a sample of the n-dimensional skyline to the user 
,and allow the user to pick a set F ⊆ P of objects from the sample. 

4. Calculate the difference set D between P and F, i.e. D := P\F 
5. While F is not empty do 
5.1. Set j := j+1 
5.2. Remove an object o from F, add it to a new set Fj and calculate the minimum 

distance d from o to any object in D. 
5.3. Remove all objects, whose Euclidian distance from o is smaller than d, from F 

and add them to Fj. 
5.4. Calculate the n-dimensional vector wj of weightings for the best query point 

having the minimum distance from the objects in Fj with respect to the genera-
lized ellipsoid distance as shown in [10]. Add wj to set W. 

6. If k > j choose k’ as closest integer number larger than k divided by j, else k’:=1. 
7. For all j elements in W initiate a top k’ search using the arithmetical average 

weighted with wj as utility function and return all results as query result. 
 
In our experiments sampling with three-dimensional subsets (m = 3), values of q = 

10 for ten score lists (n = 10) and q = 15 for 15 score lists (n = 15) has already pro-
vided sufficient sampling quality. Section 4.1 will deal in detail with an experimental 
evaluation of our sampling scheme’s quality using different score distributions. De-
riving optimal query weightings from feedback objects has been in deep investigated 
by [10] for the case of a single region of interest.  



4   Theoretical Foundations and Practical Analysis  

We bridge the gap between top k retrieval and skylining by providing a first impres-
sion of the database that allows for an automatic deriving of weightings from user 
feedback. To facilitate this, our skyline samples have to fulfil several conditions: 

• No dominated objects: Positive feedback on already dominated objects 
may lead to weightings inconsistent with optimal solutions in the final result. 

• Practical runtime: Retrieving final result sets needs user feedback, thus de-
riving samples in a timely manner is essential for good overall runtimes. 

• Manageable size: Sample sizes have to be quite limited to allow for manual 
feedback, while staying representative enough of the actual skyline. 

• Representativeness: To provide a good impression of the database content 
samples must be representative of the entire skyline set and not biased. 

 
Let us now consider the conditions that we posed for our sampling scheme. The fol-
lowing theorem states that -without having to calculate the high-dimensional skyline- 
our sampling nevertheless always contains only actual skyline objects. 
 
Theorem 1 (Samples contain no dominated objects): 
Every object o in the sample P chosen by our retrieval algorithm in step 2 is an actual 
skyline object with respect to all query predicates.  
Proof:  
We have to show that only skyline objects are added to P in step 2.3. Assume that we 
have chosen an arbitrary subset of score lists and then calculate the skyline Pi of this 
subset like shown in step 2.1. Let us further assume that we have derived set Pi’ by 
pairwise comparing objects with equal scores in the chosen subset of dimensions for 
domination and discarding all dominated objects like shown in step 2.2. Since the set 
Pi’ is added to P after step 2.2, we have to show that it contains only objects of the 
higher dimensional skyline. 
Now for the sake of contradiction let o be any object of Pi’ and assume that o is not a 
skyline object with respect to all dimensions, i.e. some object p exists dominating o. 
Thus, for all lists Si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the respective scores si we get si(p) ≥ si(o) due to 
the definition of domination. If, however, some index h would exist with sh(p) > sh(o) 
and h would be the index of any score list within the chosen subset, p would already 
dominate o with respect to the chosen subset in contradiction to o ∈ Pi’. Thus o and p 
have to have equal scores with respect to the chosen subset and since we have com-
pared all the objects with equal scores in the subset pairwise for domination and dis-
carded the dominated ones from Pi’, we have to conclude that p cannot exist.  
Since we have shown Pi’ to contain only skyline objects with respect to all query 
predicates independently of the specific choice of the subset, also the union of diffe-
rent choices of subsets contains only skyline objects.                                                 



4.1   Performance Experiments and Quality Analysis 

We have already proved our samples to contain no dominated objects, but guarantee-
ing the remaining requirements does not seem as obvious without empirical support: 

• The runtime and the size of the samples can be measured directly. 
• Since there is no established method of directly measuring the representa-

tiveness of samples especially in high dimensions. We will assess the quality 
of representation with two measures: the set coverage and a cluster analysis. 

• Deducing users’ preferences involves two steps: grouping user feedback into 
regions of interest, and then deriving a weighting vector w for each region. 
Quality issues of deriving weightings for a single region has often been in-
vestigated (see e.g. [10]). Therefore we will focus on how well these tech-
niques adapt when users have more than one region of interest.  

 
Throughout this section, our testing environment uses a database containing 

100,000 objects in different synthesized score distributions for 10 or 15 query predi-
cates. We take the union of 10 or 15 samples, each querying 3 randomly chosen di-
mensions. We then take averages over 50 runs with newly generated synthetic data. 
Real databases often contain correlated data. In our traveling researcher example, the 
distance of a trip will be correlated to the traveling time, and a hotel’s price may be 
correlated to its category. Therefore we investigate different types of data distribu-
tion: independent distribution, positive correlation, and anti-correlation. In correlated 
databases we correlate 6 dimensions pairwise (3 pairs of correlative dimensions) with 
correlation factor 0.7. Similarly, the anti-correlative datasets correlate 6 dimensions 
pair-wise with factor -0.7. All tests were run on a single-CPU, 2.2 GHz Pentium-4 PC 
with 512MB of RAM under MS Windows 2000 and Sun Java VM 1.4.2. 
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Fig 3. Comparison for runtime for skyline computation (left) and respective skyline size (right) 

Total Runtime and Sample Size 
Though the actual runtime will vary depending on the hardware/software used, 

comparing the runtime of skyline sampling versus computing the entire skyline will 
give us a good idea of our sampling scheme’s performance. In Figure 3 (left), we 
show the comparison of runtime measured in seconds on a logarithmic scale. Our 
sampling scheme is generally two to three orders of magnitude faster than computing 
the entire skyline. Note that the sampling scheme can even be parallelized for further 
runtime improvement, since all subsets are independent in computation and I/O.  



Similar to the runtime, the manageability can be directly measured as the size of 
the result set. Figure 3 (right) shows the average sizes of sample sizes and the actual 
size of 10 and 15 dimensional skylines. Once again, we see a difference of two orders 
of magnitude between our sample and the actual skyline. Although a few hundred 
objects are much more manageable than tens of thousands of objects, going through 
the entire sample set may still seem challenging. Taking fewer numbers of subsets for 
the sample would further reduce the size of the sample set. However, it is hard to 
reduce the size without sacrificing the representativeness of the sample. 
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Fig 4. Set coverage [in percent] with respect to an unbiased random sample 

Representativeness of Skyline Samples: Set Coverage and Cluster Analysis 
The most representative sampling method is taking random samples of the actual 

skyline. Here no particular region is favored, but obtaining such a random sample 
requires computing all skyline objects, which is prohibitive in terms of runtime. Pre-
vious attempts to give users a first impression of the skyline proposed online algo-
rithms, e.g. [12], where starting with some first examples users were able to steer the 
computation of the next skyline object towards certain areas of interest, thus resulting 
in a biased sample. Also our proposed sampling scheme will show some bias in con-
trast to perfect random samples. The notion of set coverage investigates this bias: 

Definition of Set Coverage:  
Let S be the set of objects in [0, 1]n and s, s′ ⊆ S two sets with similar cardinality. For 
each o ∈ s determine an object o′ ∈ s′, such that the Euclidian distance between o and 
o′ is minimized. The set coverage of s over s′ is the percentage of objects from s′ that 
have been assigned to objects of s. 

 
Measuring the set coverage between independently drawn random samples of the 

actual skyline set gives us a good impression of the normal coverage between unbi-
ased sets. For our experiments we considered different score distributions (independ-
ent, correlated, anti-correlated) and took averages over several runs in each instance 
choosing a random sample and comparing the respective set coverage of a second 
independent random sample, our sample and set delivered from the online algorithm 
in [12]. In all cases the sets were chosen with similar cardinalities, generally different 
runs show an insignificant variance. Figure 4 presents the results, where the y-axis is 
the percentage of the objects in the random sample of the actual skyline that are cov-
ered by the sample from the online algorithm, our skyline sample and a second inde-
pendently drawn random sample. With very little variance in all score distributions 



the best set coverage between two unbiased random samples is around 60%. Clearly 
the set coverage for our sampling scheme is almost as good showing values around 
54% with small variance, while being much better than the online algorithm’s ranging 
between 30-40% and showing a relatively large variance with the score distributions. 

Though we have seen our sample to cover randomly drawn samples quite well, we 
also have to focus on how the objects are distributed over the score space, i.e. if our 
samples closely represent the entire skyline and not just some portions of it. Our 
cluster analysis measures the representativeness of a sample grouped by the relative 
distribution of objects. Scores for each query predicate are partitioned into two buck-
ets: [0, 0.5) and [0.5, 1] leading to e.g. 2n different buckets in the case of n query 
predicates. The bucket assigned gives a rough idea where objects are located in n-
dimensional space. For each sample, we count the number of objects in each bucket 
and compare the respective numbers using histograms. Thus we can ascertain that 
clusters of skyline objects are also represented by our sample. Since we cannot show 
such histograms (already 1024 buckets for 10 dimensions) we use the score space’s 
symmetry and aggregate the buckets having a similar position with respect to the 
main diagonal. That means we aggregate all buckets with the same numbers of ‘up-
per’ score buckets, leading to n dimensional histograms for n query predicates. Figure 
5 shows the histograms assessing the percentage of objects with respect to the sample 
size in each aggregated bucket (the connecting lines are just inserted to make the 
histograms more easily comparable). Focusing again on our three different score 
distributions, figure 5 plots the object distribution over the aggregated buckets of the 
actual skyline, our skyline sample and a complete random sample of the entire data-
base (to show the normal bell-shaped object distribution under our symmetrical ag-
gregation). We can easily see that unlike the complete sample our sample’s distribu-
tion aligns smoothly with the original skyline, both showing a distinct shift to the 
higher buckets. This shift even becomes more pronounced for correlated score distri-
butions (Fig. 5, right). Again our sample resembles the proportions of the actual sky-
line very well. The diagram for the anti-correlated case is similar, but omitted for 
brevity. 
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Fig 5. Cluster analysis for independent (left) and correlated (right) score distributions 

4.2   Querying Multiple Regions of Interest 
Usually in query by example the user selects interesting data objects (e.g. images) 

and the query is reposed taking the characteristics of selected items into account. 
However, in skyline sets users might be interested in objects of multiple regions. 



Therefore we extended the MindReader re-weighting technique for single regions of 
interest [10] by setting a threshold for the maximum allowable distance between ex-
ample objects in a single region and thus separating the selected examples into multi-
ple regions (compare steps 4-7 in our algorithm in section 3). As threshold we chose 
the minimum Euclidian distance between a chosen example and any example not 
chosen. We then apply the MindReader algorithm with all chosen examples within 
this threshold as input and get the optimal weightings for a subsequent top k search. 
To investigate our query processing algorithm’s effectiveness, we set up an experi-
ment on a database containing 100.000 objects. Assuming the existence of three pre-
ferred objects in the actual skyline, we randomly selected three ‘perfect’ objects from 
the skyline. Ascertaining a certain maximum distance dist to at least one of the ‘per-
fect’ objects we then picked all eligible objects from the sample drawn and fed these 
as positive feedback to our re-weighting scheme (please note that the sample may, or 
may not contain any ‘perfect’ object). After grouping the examples into regions of 
interest using the minimum distance to any non-picked object in the sample, we cal-
culated the best weightings (query points) for a top k query and subsequently re-
trieved the best objects. We then counted how many of the initial perfect objects are 
in the direct vicinity (again using maximum distance dist) of the objects retrieved. 

In our experiments for independent score distributions the samples sizes were 
336.52 on average, of which an average of 13.52 objects were picked as positive 
feedback (at an initial value of dist = 0.75). These objects had an average distance of 
0.579 to the closest ‘perfect’ object. Our algorithms on average grouped the positive 
feedback into 9.88 distinct groups leading to the determination of optimal query 
points with an average distance of 0.580 to the ‘perfect’ objects. The subsequent top 
k retrieval for each query point retrieved objects with an average 86.67% of all ‘per-
fect’ objects in the direct vicinity (within distance dist) of some of them. The experi-
ments for correlated and anti-correlated data distributions show similar results, with 
increased numbers of positive feedback objects and even higher numbers of correctly 
retrieved objects in the vicinity of ‘perfect’ objects, on average over 90%. 

5   Summary and Outlook 

Cooperative retrieval with vague predicates in databases today uses two techniques: 
top k retrieval and skyline queries. But whereas top k result sets are well-defined, 
choosing appropriate compensation functions without detailed knowledge of a data-
base instance is difficult. In contrast posing skyline queries is very simple and intui-
tive, but result sets grow exponentially with the number of query predicates and thus 
quickly become unmanageable. In this paper we focused on the efficient utilization of 
high-dimensional skylines to allow for intuitive querying with vague predicates in 
information systems, while at the same time guaranteeing manageable result sets. 

Starting with a normal skyline query we designed an interactive scheme using 
feedback on a representative sample of the skyline for subsequent focused top k re-
trieval guaranteeing manageable result sets. Thus our query processing scheme com-
bines the best of both techniques. We have proven our query processing scheme to 
quickly derive manageable, but highly representative skyline samples containing no 



dominated objects. Evaluating feedback on these samples we have then extended an 
efficient query by example algorithm to cater for the need in cooperative retrieval to 
separately investigate several regions of interest. Detailed practical experiments show 
that our sample can be derived up to two orders of magnitude faster than the actual 
skyline and is almost as representative as a similar-sized random sample of the actual 
skyline. Moreover, we showed our focused top k searches to deliver result sets, where 
over 85% of the actual objects of interest are arbitrarily close to the objects retrieved. 

Applications focus on cooperative query processing in information systems for a 
variety of areas like E-commerce, digital libraries or service provisioning. Our future 
work will concentrate on further exploiting the scheme and opening up the query by 
example capabilities for multi-objective retrieval in databases, e.g. [1]. Moreover, we 
will investigate our sampling scheme’s capability for interactively deriving meaning-
ful user preferences that can be used as long-term profiles in specific domains. 
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